PIVOTING
DEALING WITH WORRY
Four practical steps for shifting focus
and elevating mood.

WHAT HAPPENS IN OUR BODIES WHEN WE FEEL WORRY?
When we are feeling stressed
and worried, our brains release
chemicals that trigger our flight/
flight/freeze response. This is useful
in extreme circumstances where we
need to take quick physical action
to move into safety however, these
chemicals also wam up the part of
our brain responsible for logic and
reason, memory and focus—SO
IT’S HARD TO THINK CLEARLY and
things can feel like there getting out
of control!

HOW CAN WE STOP OUR BRAINS FROM WORRYING?
There are lots of practical things
we can do to settle ourselves when
we are stressed, like controlled
breathing and exercise, but a great
way to maintain calm over longer
periods of time involves our focus
of attention—what we let our minds
THINK about. Pivoting is a nifty
technique for shifting our focus of
attention and deliberately resting
on BETTER FEELING THOUGHTS.

When we do this our mood elevates
and as we feel better, we act in
healthier ways and our good feeling
thoughts flow more freely.

HERE’S HOW TO DO IT IN FOUR SIMPLE STEPS
Step 1
Step 2
Step 3
Step 4

Identify the negative thought
Validate the feeling
Pivot - focus (this could be a better feeling thought
associated with the worry OR about something
completely different)
Find evidence of the new thought

EXAMPLE

STEP 1

STEP 2

STEP 3

STEP 4

Identify the
worrying
thought

Validate the
feeling

Pivot - find a
better feeling
thought

Find evidence
that supports
your better
feeling thought

“What if my
family gets
sick”

It’s ok for me
to feel this
worry right
now”

“Right now we
are all healthy”

“Look how fit
and healthy
everyone is
right now”

“What if my
holiday gets
cancelled”

“It’s OK to feel
some anxiety
right now”

“I am really
looking forward
to movie night
tonight with the
family”

“I always
enjoy movie
night &
popcorn,
snuggled up
on the
settee.”

The key is to settle your mind on things that make you feel good, rather than
on fears and anxieties.

WORRYING DOESN’T TAKE AWAY
TOMORROW’S TROUBLES,
IT TAKES AWAY TODAY’S PEACE!
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